Who can apply and become an admin (Power User) on ADEL?

- International Federations (IFs) – for the respective sport
- National Anti-Doping Organizations (NADOs) – for the respective country
- Major Events Organizations (MEO) – for a certain period of time, relevant course only

However, where the NADO (or the National Olympic Committee acting as NADO) has delegated its education program to the Regional Anti-Doping Organizations (by means of a Delegated Third Party (DTP) Agreement), we will evaluate on a case-by-case basis to permit the RADO admin to oversee the users of the particular NADO.
What can you do with your admin (Power User) rights on ADEL?

A Power User will have the ability to monitor and report on the learning progress of their users.

There will be an intuitive dashboard that Power Users can use to monitor and report against their learners. There will also be more education courses and resources for a broader range of target audiences available for ADOs to use as part of their education programs.
After logging into ADEL, ADO requests Admin (Power User) rights via ADEL Helpdesk. WADA validates the identity of the requestor. *1 power user per ADO is allowed. WADA sends the Power User agreement via a secured electronic signature software. *Signature of both the requestor and the manager/senior officer is required. User completes ‘Power User’ training on ADEL. ADO is granted ‘Power User’ rights and added to the ‘Power User’ Channel. Once validated, Annual review of use will be conducted with WADA.